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About This Content

This Halloween the Bunch of Heroes bring back the terror. Meet our heroes like you've never seen them before, and fight fire
with fire as the bunch battle the zombie hordes as classic monsters. Play as Agent Blood, Jaredstein, El Camaradog or Captain

Smithsonian and become humanity’s most horrifying line of defense.

Become a Monster; Earth needs a bunch of them at least!

Key features:

4 new horrifying Halloween skins, one for each of the original heroes
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Pros:
-Ruckus

Cons:
-Other robots that aren't Ruckus
-Ruckus won't carry a conversation very well
-Ruckus isn't pettable
-Ruckus won't give relationship advice
-Ruckus isn't the only robot

Summary:
Ruckus. A cute game that does not require a lo of thinking - but a bit of strategy on how to best avoid the evil objects is not a
bad idea.

A great soundtrack! (Enya style?!) - but the Japanese voices can be annoying once in a while: This is one of those games where I
would probable reverse my usual settings so music is at 100% but voices is at 40%.

A great game to kill time - but don't expect to solve all the problems of the world in this game.. Hmmm...... Not bad, but it gets a
little too tricky for me to enjoy.. So, I bought this game for the Trading Cards and to up my game total... It is somewhat simple,
and the pictures aren't as graphic as one might fear. And the game itself is... amusing. Carving out portions of a hidden picture
while trying not to be hit by sea creatures (or their shot balls of lights) is an interesting concept (I'm sure there is some game out
there that this is based on, but I've never seen it). If you manage to get those sea creatures in one of your cuts (without it
touching you or the line) you can remove it. Small power-ups can also be gained by cutting them out, such as a speed one, a
ghost one, and one that allows you to freeze the sea creatures.

Rather enjoyable, especially for the price of $2.. Was a fun ride. Overall i did enjoy it and definitely worth what i paid for it.
However the water ride was a little bland. Would be great if you could update that part or make it a bit shorter.
This ride reminds me of a theme park ride. Ran very well on my system and i enjoyed the caves a lot.
Looking forward to showing my family this ride as well. It's a bit rubbish, to be honest.

The scenery feels quite false. It's lacking detail. The cab is majorly lacking detail. There's no mechanism by which the driver
can get in and out, for a start - there are no doors, functional or otherwise.

The gameplay is very lacking indeed. Press a button to go from one end to the other, nothing else required.

There is a tutorial scenario, but it's broken - text flashes up too briefly before it disappears again (and I'm a fast reader) and then
one of the tutorial steps simply never appears, leaving you to work out what to do. Not that this makes any difference, it's so
easy.

I managed to run the maglev off the end of the track, in a scenario, which shouldn't be possible. Also entertaining running a
HST and a push trolley on the track - accepts it just fine. Kudos to the first person who gets the maglev consist running on any
other track!!!

But these are silly side games - necessary because this is such a boring and visually native add-on.. A surprise free to play game
that was fun and challenging, tower defense mix with some strategy and a little town management.. Cool uniforms, and decent
loadouts.
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I love it. want more amazing adventures. i have a few of them. love popcap, spintop hidden objects. my favoret. At least I got it
for super cheap. I figured it wouldn't be so bad, but several bad design choices lead to a frustrating experience. The main
gimmick is rotating, but it feels clunky. It's slow by default, but can be sped up with Control-clicks. The first person camera
feels really distanced from your character. A physical body and feet would really help for jumping in first-person. Also
requiring first-person jumps onto a single small tile that disappears at intervals, that's just bad.

I may give Pulse Shift some more effort when I'm in the mood, but I'd recommend to avoid. It makes the mistakes of some of
the worst first-person platformers, and throws in some new mistakes with the weird controls. Tab 3 times to save, what is that?.
I just had one of the best times I have ever had in a VR game! This game is absolutely AMAZING!!!
THIS IS A MUST BUY!!

Ok im done gushing, but seriously anyone with a Vive needs this game. Have you ever wanted to force push like a mad man?!
Have you ever wanted to be like Magneto from XMEN? Have you ever wanted to fly......LIKE REALLY FLY?!?!
Then buy this game and enjoy to your hearts content!!

Major props to the developer, this game allows me to do things I could only do in a lucid dream.

Its only $5.00, GO BUY THIS GAME!!!!!. If you like to play hide and go seek on the computer then this will be a game that
would be fun for you to play. Its a simple game that involve you looking past everything and just look for the little details of the
pictures you are seeing. You have to find items in the picture that are listed on a list at the bottom of the picture. This game
deals with ancient Egypt and finding stuff in lost tombs. Its a fun game to burn some time with and can get addicting to play and
want to find everything in the pictures.. not bad, but not my cup of tea.. This game is dead. Avoid.

This is just another "early access" game that's all broken promises, where the developers get paid for half a job done, then they
disappear.

Worst of all, the driving mechanics are pitiful and ardcade-like. The graphics are initially impressive, but soon become tiresome
and repetative.

Not worth your money, not worth your time.. Cute and simple. But fun for a RPG maker game.

Not bad at all for a couple bucs.. A solid take on the old Drugwars\/Dopewars of the 80's\/90's. Good time killer and piece of
nostalgia (for those old enough to remember playing this in the back of the library or typing class) for the price.
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